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ABSTRACT: Investigation on dielectric properties and
behavior of thermoset epoxy composite based on cellulosic
fibers has been carried on. Dielectric spectra were measured
in the frequency range 0.1 Hz–100 kHz and at temperature
intervals from ambient to 2008C. For the composite, four relax-
ations processes were identified, namely the orientation polar-
ization imputed to the presence of polar water molecules in
Alfa fiber, the a mode relaxation associated with the glass
transition of the epoxy resin matrix, the relaxation process
associated with conductivity occurring as a result the carriers
charges diffusion noted for high temperature above glass

transition and low frequencies, and interfacial or Maxwell-
Wagner-Sillars relaxation that is attributable to the accumula-
tion of charges at the Alfa fibers/epoxy resin interfaces.
Dielectric relaxation analysis revealed evolution in water
relaxation and it is thus concluded that the chemical treatment
of the fiber can strongly influence the dielectrical properties
and interfacial polarization processes in composites. � 2007
Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 106: 3631–3640, 2007
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INTRODUCTION

Alfa fibers are extracted from the plant Stippa tena-
cissima, or esparto grass, and grows in the dry
regions of North Africa and southern Spain.1 This
perennial grass, also named Esparto grass, is used as
a main source of fiber for paper making. Paper pro-
duced from Alfa grass pulp, mixed with small
amount of chemical wood pulp, is generally used in
the manufacture of high quality printing papers and
cigarette paper. Thanks to the short fiber length, the
tensile strength of the paper is less than that of
many other papers, but its resistance to shrinkage
and stretching is superior. Likewise, the paper is
well-filled, denser, and displays excellent inking
qualities, and exhibit very good folding properties.2

Over the past decade there has been a growing in-
terest in the use of lignocellulosic fibers as reinforc-
ing elements for polymeric matrix.3–6 The specific
properties of this natural product, such as low cost,
lightweight, renewable character, high specific
strength and modulus, availability in a variety of
forms throughout the world, reactive surface and the
possibility to generate energy, without residue, after
burning at the end of their life-cycle, motivate their
association with organic polymers to elaborate com-

posite materials. These advantages, however, are
reduced by the marked hydrophilic character of
these macromolecules which, on one hand, limits
their compatibility with widely used hydrophobic
polymeric matrices such as polyolefins and, on the
other hand, can reduce the mechanical properties of
the composite if moisture is absorbed as they age.

Interfacial adhesion and resistance to moisture
absorption of natural-fiber composites can be
improved by suitable modification of fibers surface
or by using coupling agents. Several strategies of
surface modifications aiming at improving the com-
patibility between cellulose fibers and polymer mat-
rices have been reported.7,8 Many techniques have
been used to gives evidence regarding the effect of
the surface treatment on the fibers/matrix interfacial
adhesion and to explore this region whose volume
fraction does not exceed 1 up to 5 vol % of the com-
posite. Among these techniques DMA (dynamic me-
chanical analysis) and SEM observation are the most
employed. However, the recourse to other method
able to probe the interface still attracts many inter-
ests and should help for better adapting the appro-
priate coupling agent according to the fiber’s surface
and the matrix.

Dielectric spectroscopy is one of the methods that
are to give valuable information on the thermal and
frequency behavior of polymer composites. When an
electrical field is applied across a parallel-plate ca-
pacitor containing a dielectric, the various atomic
and molecular charges present in the dielectric are
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displaced from their equilibrium positions and the
material is said to be polarized. Different polariza-
tion mechanisms can occur, including dipole orienta-
tion, extrinsic free charges or intrinsic charge migra-
tion, electrode polarization, and, in heterogeneous or
composite systems, the Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars
(MWS) interfacial polarization.9–11

Composites as a dielectric are becoming more
popular and studies of electrical properties of natu-
ral fiber reinforced polymer composites are therefore
very important. The electrical properties of some
natural fibers, such as volume resistivity and dielec-
tric strength have been studied by Kulkarni et al.9

and there have been many studies of electrical prop-
erties of composites.10,11 The electrical properties of
epoxy matrix composites reinforced with sisal fiber
have been studies by Chand and Jain12 who ana-
lyzed the effects of temperature (24–1808C) and fre-
quency (1–20 kHz) on the dielectric constant of ma-
trix and composites. They found that the dielectric
constant anisotropy (e0transversal/e0parallel) and dielec-
tric dissipation factor (tan d) of the epoxy and of si-
sal fiber epoxy composites decreases when the fre-
quency increases.

Gravimetric and dielectric measurements have
been used to monitor water uptake in composites
with glass, jute, and washed jute fiber. Fraga et al.13

showed that the dielectric constant of jute fiber com-
posites is higher than that of the composites based
on glass fibers which was imputed to higher hydro-
philic character of jute fibers.

In the present work dielectric and conductivity
relaxation have been used to explore the interfacial
region of epoxy thermoset composite based on cellu-
lose fibers and to investigate the effects of the fibers
treatment by a reactive silane-coupling agent on the
dielectric and interfacial MWS relaxation of the ensu-
ing composite.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Fiber treatment

Before the surface treatment, cellulose fibers in the
form of sheets were soxhlet-extraction with ethanol
for 24 h to remove contaminants or impurities on
the surface of fibers. After the extraction, cellulose
papers were placed in air to allow solvent to
evaporate.

The treatment of cellulosic papers with 3% of
silanes in weight was carried out in a 80/20 v/v
ethanol/water at 2 h. Subsequently, the fibers were
dried at room temperature for 2 days. Then the
fibers were submitted to heat treatment at 1108C
under moderate vacuum (1–2 mmHg for 1 h), to

ensure silane grafting on the fibers surface as
reported in our previous work.14 g-aminopropyltrie-
thoxysilane (APS) was a pure product from Aldrich.
All other reagents and solvents were commercial
products of the highest purity available.

Composite and specimen preparation

The handmade cellulose sheets were impregnated
with epoxy liquid resin. The formulation used in the
preparation of epoxy-based composites consisted of
mixing 66.6 parts of EP resin and 33.4 parts of iso-
phorone diamine as hardener. The resin mixtures
were degassed before the sheet impregnation. To
favor the complete wetting of the mat and to remove
the air from within the fibers, the systems were kept
under a vacuum of 10 mmHg for 15 min. The com-
posites were then cured at 808C for 1.5 h under a
pressure of 2.5 MPa, and post cured at 1408C for 24 h
to ensure thorough crosslinking of the matrix. The
fibers loading on the composite is 40 vol %.

The EP resin (Epon 862) used was based on
bisphenol diglycedylether with an epoxy index of
5.5, which corresponds to 170 g/equiv of epoxy
functions. Its molecular weight was around 340. The
crosslinking reactions were achieved with isophor-
one diamine (DA) using a molar stoichiometry of
EP/DA 5 1/1.8).

Characterization

Dynamic mechanical tests were carried out with a
RSA2 spectrometer from Rheometrics working in the
tensile mode. The value of 0.05% for the strain mag-
nitude was chosen to fall into the linear domain of
viscoelasticity of the material. The samples were thin
rectangular strips with dimensions of about 30 3 5
3 0.5 mm3. Measurements were performed in isoch-
ronal conditions at 1 Hz, and the temperature was
varied between 200 and 500 K at a rate of 3 K/min.
This setup measured the complex tensile modulus
E*, i.e., the storage component E0 and the loss com-
ponent E00 as well as the ratio between these two
components (E0/E00), i.e., tan d.

Dielectric determinations of the complex permit-
tivity e*, the real part (apparent permittivity) e0, the
imaginary part (loss factor) e00; and the dissipation
factor tan d (tan d 5 e00/e0) were performed on a
dielectric thermal analyzer DEA 2970 from TA
Instruments allowing measurements over the tem-
perature range from 2150 to 3008C and a frequency
interval from 0.001 to 100 kHz. The samples were
thin rectangular strips with dimensions of about 10
3 10 3 0.5 mm3. The sample is placed between two
gold parallel plate electrodes. The parallel plate sen-
sors are used to evaluate bulk dielectric properties,
and to track molecular relaxations. The lower elec-
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trode, positioned on the surface of the furnace,
applies the voltage that sets up the electrical field in
the sample. A platinum resistance temperature de-
tector (RTD) surrounds the perimeter of the gold
electrode and measures the temperature of the sam-
ple. The temperature is controlled directly by the
RTD. The upper electrode, attached to the face of the
ram, measures the generated current, which is then
converted to an output voltage and amplified. A
guard ring around the perimeter of the upper elec-
trode corrects for electric field fringing and for stray
capacitance at the edge of the plates. Signal circuits
are connected through pads on the lower sensor,
which contact spring probes attached to the ram.
The plate spacing (sample thickness 0.5 mm)
recorded at the start of the method is used through-
out the experiment in the calculation of e0 and e00.
Two types of dielectric measurements were carried
out: isochronal runs with fixed frequencies and
ramping temperatures from ambient to 2008C, and
then decreasing it, with a heating rate of 28C/min in
a nitrogen atmosphere on one hand, and isothermal
runs with fixed temperature and scanning frequen-
cies on the other hand.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dynamic mechanical analysis

The plot of the logarithm of the storage tensile mod-
ulus log E0 and tan d at 1 Hz versus temperature for
unfilled epoxy matrix, and both unmodified and
modified Alfa reinforced composites containing 40%
(v/v) fibers are shown on Figure 1(a,b), respectively.
At low temperatures, the EP matrix is in the glassy
state and E0 remains roughly constant around
4.6 GPa. Then at �1008C a sharp drop in E0, by more

than 2.5 decades occurs, associated with the glass–
rubber transition of the epoxy network. This relaxa-
tion phenomenon involves cooperative motions of
long chain sequences which induce dissipation
energy revealed by a maximum in tan d [Fig. 1(b)].
Beyond this relaxation process, a rubbery plateau is
attained which grow from 10 MPa for the unfilled
matrix to about 600 MPa for the composite contain-
ing 40 vol % thus showing the reinforcing effect of
the fibers. The fiber treatment by APS induced an
increase in the modulus; both in its glassy and in its
rubbery states, but the variations were more pro-
nounced in rubbery region. Thus, at 208C, the modu-
lus increased from 2.55 GPa, for composites with
untreated fibers, to 3.2 GPa for composites made
with APS-treated fibers and at 1508C, a temperature
higher than the Tg of the epoxy matrix, the corre-
sponding modulus increased from 580 MPa to 900
MPa, respectively. The stronger reinforcing effect of
the APS treated fibers was explained to the ability of
the coupling agents to gives rise to covalent bond
continuity between the fibers and the epoxy matrix,
which enhanced the interfacial bonding between the
two phases and increased the efficiency of stress
transfer between the matrix and the fibers. Figure 2
gives a schematic representation of the possible
chemical reactions between the amino function of
APS and the epoxy matrix during the hardening
process. It is worth noting that improvement of the
fiber-matrix adhesion after treatment by APS have
been confirmed elsewhere by SEM observation.15

The evolution of the loss angle as a function of
temperature [Fig. 1(b)] showed a secondary b relaxa-
tion around –708C ascribed according to Mangion
and Johari to the relaxation of the hydroxyether
units ��O��CH2��CH(OH) ��CH2�� created during
the crosslinking reaction of the epoxy prepolymer.16

Figure 1 Logarithm of the (a) storage tensile modulus log E0 and (b) tan d at 1 Hz versus temperature for unfilled epoxy
matrix, and both unmodified and modified Alfa reinforced composites containing 40% (v/v) fibers.
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The a relaxation associated with the glass transition
of the matrix was detected at � 1208C. Fibers incor-
poration in epoxy matrix did not lead to a detectable
evolution of the glass transition. However, after the
treatment with APS silane, the a relaxation dis-
played a shoulder on the high temperature side of
the main relaxation process, located around 1308C
which may be associated with the rigid interfacial
region where the epoxy chains display lower mobil-
ity as a result of a higher crosslink density in the vi-
cinity of the fibers.

Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy

Epoxy resin matrix

The dielectric characterization of the epoxy resin ma-
trix was conducted from room temperature to
� 2008C. Figure 3 shows, respectively, the variation
of the real part of the permittivity e0 and the dissipa-
tion factor tan d versus temperature for the following
seven frequencies: 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, and
100,000 Hz. The real part of permittivity e0 increased
with temperature and was higher for the low fre-
quency range [Fig. 3(a)]. Segmental mobility of the
polymer molecules increased with temperature, lead-
ing to the increase in real part of the permittivity e0.
In Figure 3(b), the epoxy resin matrix exhibits two
maximum losses in low and high frequency
domains.

a. The first one emerging around 130, 150, and
1608C at 103, 104, and 105 Hz, respectively, was
attributed to the a relaxation which is associ-
ated with the glass-rubbery transition of the
polymer. The relaxation peak was shifted to
high frequency when the temperature increased
due to faster molecule movements leading to
the decrease in the relaxation times.17

b. The second one was attributed to ionic conduc-
tion appearing for temperatures above Tg and
low frequency ranges (0.1 and 1 Hz), which
arise from the increase in the mobility of elec-
tric charges in the polymer with temperature

thus giving rise to a conduction processes that
bring about a large increase in both the real
and imaginary part of the dielectric function.18–20

For the epoxy resin 21 slope of e00; in the low
frequencies region (Fig. 4) is typical for dc con-
ductivity effect.21,22 These results are confirmed
by the corresponding ac conductivity plots for
the epoxy resin (Fig. 5), rac (f), which exhibit a
dc conductivity plateau at low frequencies and
high temperatures. It is clear that dc conductiv-
ity is decreased and is shifted to the lower fre-
quencies with temperature reduction which is
an expected behavior due to the reduction in
the carrier mobility.

Composites

The loss factor e00 and the dissipation factor tan d
versus frequency for the epoxy-based composites
filled with unmodified Alfa fibers are shown in Fig-
ure 6, for different temperatures varying from 40 to
2008C in of 108C increments. For low frequencies,

Figure 2 Schematic representation of interaction.

Figure 3 Isochronal runs of the real part of (a) the per-
mittivity e0 and (b) the dissipation factor tan d as a func-
tion of temperature for the epoxy resin matrix.
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the permittivity reached high values and achieved
low values when frequencies increased. Compared
to unfilled matrix incorporation of fibers brings
about an amplification in the loss effect and gives
rise to other relaxations in addition to one related to
dc conductivity occurring in the low frequency and
high-temperature domain (2 Hz at 1908C) Figures
6(b). In fact, the slope of e00 (f) in this domain is 21
which is typical for dc conductivity.23

The first one located at low temperature was asso-
ciated to polarization of the water molecules linked
to cellulosic fibers which formed a monomolecular
layer wrapping the external surface of the fibers.
Water molecules are known to be tightly bound to
the surface hydroxyl groups of cellulose fibers and
could not be removed irreversibly by a simple heat
treatment.24 Polar relaxation of water was equally
pointed out by Chand and Jain in sisal composite
based on epoxy or polyethylene matrix and was not
completely vanished after different chemical treat-
ment of cellulose fibers.12 The second relaxation
observed around 1908C at 6 Hz frequency was attrib-
uted to an interfacial polarization, known as the
Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars (MWS) effect. This relaxa-
tion arises from the fact that free charges (catalysts,
impurities, etc.), which were present at the stage of
the processing, are now immobilized in the material.
For temperatures high enough to ensure some con-
ductivity of the media, the charges can migrate in
the applied electrical field. These free carriers are
then blocked at the interface between the cellulose
fibers and epoxy matrix having differing permittivity
and conductivity.25,26 Indeed, at 1508C and for a fre-
quency of 1 kHz, the permittivity and conductivity
of the Alfa fibers is � 1.63 and 8.5 10212 O21 cm21,
respectively, while it attained about 3.1 and 5.5�10211

O21 cm21 for epoxy matrix. It is worth to note that
MWS is often confounded with ionic conduction as

these two phenomenons originate from charged car-
rier mobility.

The same trend is observed for composite based
on silane treated Alfa fibers (Fig. 7). However, the

Figure 4 Isothermal runs of the loss factor e00 versus fre-
quency for the epoxy resin matrix.

Figure 5 Ac conductivity (rac) as a function of frequency
for the pure epoxy resin at various temperatures.

Figure 6 Isothermal runs of (a) the loss factor e00 and (b)
the dissipation factor tan d versus frequency for the epoxy
resin filled with unmodified Alfa fibers.
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relaxation associated with polar water molecules
decreased in intensity, thus reducing the magnitude
of tan d compared to that relative to unmodified
fibers. This phenomenon probably results from the
decrease in the hydrophilic character of cellulose
fibers after their treatment by APS silane which
reduces in turn the amount of adsorbed water. The
increase in the hydrophobic property of silane-
treated fibers has been pointed out in a previous
work where we showed that the contact angle of the
fibers evolved from 208 for the pristine fibers up to
608 after treatment with APS.15

To minimize the effects of the dc conductivity, the
formalism of ‘‘electric modulus’’ or ‘‘inverse com-
plex permittivity’’ is introduced. This electric modu-
lus has been recently adapted for the investigation
of dielectric processes occurring in composite poly-
meric systems and also proposed for the description
of systems with ionic conductivity.27,28 In analogy to
mechanical relaxation, the electric modulus M* is
defined by the following equation29:

M� ¼ 1

e�
¼ 1

e0 � je00
¼ e0

e02 þ e002
þ j

e00

e02 þ e002
¼ M0 þ jM00

where M0 is the real and M00 the imaginary electric
modulus.

The interest of the dielectric modulus formalism
arises from the fact that in the case of the conductive
processes that are observed at low frequencies, the
loss factor exhibits a sharp monotonic increase
whereas the imaginary part of the electric modulus
show a peak. For that reason this function is the
most suitable to study the space charge relaxation
phenomena.

Adopting the electric modulus formalism, Figure 8
shows a noticeable difference between the epoxy
resin and the composites. A series of three distinct
relaxations can be considered as the sample is
heated over the temperature range from 40 up to
2008C. The first of them is related to the orientation
polarization of water dipoles. The second is the a
relaxation, assigned to the glass transition of poly-
mer, and the third phenomenon is related directly to

Figure 7 Isothermal runs of (a) the loss factor e00 and (b)
the dissipation factor tan d versus frequency for the epoxy
resin filled with modified Alfa fibers.

Figure 8 The imaginary part M00 of the electric modulus
versus frequency of the epoxy resin filled with (a) 0%
(v/v), (b) 40% (v/v) of unmodified alfa fibers.
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the filler or precisely to the fiber/matrix region giv-
ing rise to MWS interfacial polarization. To further
support these assignments the activation energy rela-
tive to the different relaxation was evaluated using
the Arrhenius relation s ¼ s0 expð Ea

kBT
Þ

Where s 5 1/2pfmax is the relaxation time, which
associated to the maximum of M00 for a fixed temper-
ature, Ea is the activation energy of the relaxation
process, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
temperature. Figure 9 shows the evolution of log(s)
versus 1/T for each of the different observed relaxa-
tion; i.e., a for epoxy matrix, and a, MWS and water
polarization for the composite based on untreated
and treated cellulose fibers revealed that these three
relaxation could be fitted with Arrhenius plot. Even
though a relaxation is better fitted with Vogel-
Fulcher-Tamman (VFT), the apparent activation
energy relative to this relaxation has been deter-
mined based on this model to compare them with
the other relaxation. Ea and s0 are extracted, from
the slopes and the intercepts of the plots log s versus
1/T (Fig. 9). The mean values of activation energy
and s0 relative to water polarization and a relaxation
are 65 kJ/mol, 1012.3 s and 154 kJ/mol, 10222 s,
respectively (Table I). These value are in agreement
with those reported in other work.21 Likewise the
MWS for the composite i.e., 80 kJ/mol for Ea and
10213.5 s for s0 is close to that reported for polysty-
rene-glass-bead composites.30,31 Our values seem to
be typical of a thermoactivated phenomenon related
to elementary relaxations of dipoles as the character-
istic times s0 is close to that of Debye (10213 s). One
can notice that apparent activation energy Ea

a value
associated to a relaxation does not evolve after fibers
incorporation, only after treatment by APS silane

coupling agent. The increase in Ea
a could be rational-

ized if we consider that the amino groups attached
to the grafted silane are able to react with epoxy
cycle during the composite hardening. The ensuing
reaction will improve the interfacial adhesion
between the two phase and gives rise to a harder
interfacial region as schematically illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 these hypothesis have been confirmed else-
where using SEM observation.14

The use of the Argand representation (Cole-Cole dia-
gram) provides interesting information regarding the
nature of the relaxation. Cole-Cole plots of the epoxy
resin matrix and the composite with untreated and
treated Alfa fibers at 2008C are shown in Figure 10. The
dotted curves are produced by best fitting experimental
points to the Havriliak-Negami equation:32

e�ðxÞ ¼ e1 þ es � e1
ð1þ ðixsÞgÞb

where es and e1 are the dielectric constants on the
low- and high-frequency sides of the relaxation, s is
the central relaxation time, x is the radial frequency,
and g and b are fractional shape parameters describ-
ing the skewing and broadening, respectively, of the
dielectric function. Both g and b ranges between 0 and
1. These coefficients act for the deviation from the
Debye equation. In fact, when g and b 5 1, this equa-
tion reduces to the Debye equation.

In the electric modulus formalism the Havriliak-
Negami equation have the following form:29

M0 ¼ e0

e02 þ e002

¼ M1Ms
MsD

2
1 þD1D2 cos bu

M2
sD

2
1 þD2½D2 þ 2MsD1 cos bu�

M00 ¼ e00

e02 þ e002

¼ M1Ms
D1D2 sin bu

M2
sD

2
1 þD2½D2 þ 2MsD1 cos bu�

Figure 9 Arrhenius plots of the relaxation times versus
the reciprocal temperature for the epoxy resin filled with
0% (v/v), 40% (v/v) of unmodified and 40% (v/v) of
modified Alfa fibers.

TABLE I
Activation Energies Ea and Relaxation Times t0 for Neat

Matrix and Composite Materials

Ea (kJ/mol) Ea (eV) s0 (s)

Neat matrix
a relaxation 150.0 1.55 10219.7

Unmodified filler
Water dipoles relaxation 68.6 0.71 10213.0

a relaxation 150.8 1.56 10221.8

MWS relaxation 82.0 0.86 10213.2

Modified filler
Water dipoles relaxation 61.6 0.64 10211.6

a relaxation 161.6 1.67 10223.3

MWS relaxation 78.2 0.81 10212.9
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WhereMs5 1/es;M15 1/e1;D1 ¼ ðcosuÞb½1þ ðxsÞ2g
þ 2ðxsÞg sin gp

2 �b

D2 ¼ ðM1 �MsÞ 1þ ðxsÞg sin gp
2

h ib

ðxsÞg ¼
tan 1

b arctan
M1M00

M1M0�M002�M02

h ih i

cos gp
2 � sin gp

2 tan 1
b arctan

M1M00

M1M0�M002�M02

h ih i

For the epoxy resin [Fig. 10 (a)] and at higher fre-
quencies, the Cole-Cole diagram corresponds to the
glass transition process. We note that it was impossi-
ble to fit the Havriliak-Negami model with all the
experimental points. Likewise, one can notice that at
the low frequency domain (lower values of M0 and
M00) the experimental points reached the origin of
the graph contrary to the theoretical ones which is a
typical behavior dc conduction effect. For the com-

posite [Fig. 10 (b)], two semicircles are obtained in
every examined temperature. The first for 0 < M0

< 0.1 is related to the conduction effect and the second
for 0.05 < M0 < 0.25 is attributed to the MWS effect.
The parameters evaluated by fitting data were listed
in Table II. To determine the parameters characteris-
tic of the model of Havriliak and Negami (g, b, Ms,
M1), the experimental M0 and M00 data are smoothed
through a numerical simulation in the complex
plane. The purpose of such simulation is to find the
theoretical values (M0

th, M
00
th), which best fit, the ex-

perimental (M0
exp, M00

exp). The values of g, b, Ms,
M1 which smoothed best the Havriliak Negami data
are obtained by a successive approach method
where the following expressions are minimized:

v2M0 ¼ R
i

M0
th �M0

exp

� �2

v2M00 ¼ R
i

M00
th �M00

exp

� �2

It has been verified that only one-quadruplet val-
ues is able to tone with these conditions.

Both for the MWS relaxation and conductive effect
the value of g and b agree with a pure Debye-type.33

On the other hand, for water dipoles and a relaxa-
tion, the deviation of g value from 1 is an indication
that these phenomenons could not be associated to a
single relaxation time process or a pure Debye-type
relaxation.

Table III presents the Interfacial relaxation strength
values defined by (De 5 es 2 e1)34 as well as the
values of the frequency at the maximum of relaxa-
tion MWS in permittivity form fmax,e. The following
relation gives the frequency of the maximum of the
permittivity:29

fmax;e00 ¼ Ms

M1
fmax;M00

The frequency of the maximum of the relaxation
in electric modulus fmax,M is determined from the
isothermal spectra of the imaginary part of the elec-
tric module M00. From Table III the following
remarks could be pointed out:

i. The frequency of the maximum of the interfacial
relaxation is always lower than 200 Hz which
could be an indication of the high contribution
of ionic conduction which might hide MWS
relaxation, thus justifying the use of the electric
modulus in this study.

ii. Relaxation strength increased with the tempera-
ture which can be due to the accumulation of

Figure 10 Argand’s plots of the electric modulus, M* of
(a) the epoxy resin and (b) the composites with unmodi-
fied Alfa fibers at 2008C. The dotted lines are produced by
best-fitting the experimental points to the Havriliak-Neg-
ami approch.
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free charges at the interfaces, thus increasing
the aptitude of the dipoles to be polarized. This
phenomenon is amplified by temperature rise
which accelerate the charge carrier mobility.

iii. The treatment of the fibers leads to a signifi-
cant increase by about 100 Hz in the maximum
frequency relaxation. The same remark was
observed for epoxy matrix reinforced by core-
shell particles.35 The authors showed that inter-
facial relaxation is affected by the more or less
diffuse nature of the interface. For a ‘‘perfect’’
interface, because of high potential barrier
there is no injection of charge carriers from the
conductive phase to the less conductive phase
where charge carriers are blocked and conse-
quently the frequency of the maximum of
MWS relaxation is increased.

iv. The relaxation strength De decreased after the
treatment with APS silane indicating a regidifi-
cation of the fiber-matrix interfacial region

which in turn reduced the ability of dipole to
relax. This result is in agreement with DMA
analysis showing an increase in the storage
modulus E0 at a temperature higher than the
Tg of the matrix. Similar trend was pointed out
for polystyrene-glass-bead composite after
coating of the filler with styrene-methacrylic
acid copolymer which is expected to enhance
the compatibility and the adhesion between PS
matrix and glass bead.31

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work investigation regarding the
dielectric behavior of epoxy matrix and composites
based on lignocelluloic alfa fibers, have been studied
over the temperature range from room temperature
to 2008C and over the frequency range from 0.1 Hz
to 100 kHz. In addition to the a relaxation associated
to the glass transition of the epoxy resin matrix and
ionic relaxation caused by the mobility of electric
charges, the presence of cellulose fibers in the com-
posite gives rise to other relaxation associated to
water polarization and MWS interfacial polarization.
The MWS relaxation arises from the trapping of elec-
tric charges at the interfaces between the Alfa fibers
and the epoxy resin matrix. The treatment of the
fibers with reactive silane coupling agent bearing
amino group likely to react with the matrix leads to
a decrease of the magnitude of water relaxation and
increase the activation energy of a relaxation which

TABLE III
Interfacial Relaxation Strength as Well as the Values of
the Frequency of the Maximum of Relaxation MWS

Composites T (8C) De fmax,e00 (Hz)

Unmodified filler 180 41.5 43.6
190 53.6 51.1
200 60.5 63.5

Modified filler 180 23.1 120.4
190 30.8 137.3
200 34.5 181.0

TABLE II
Parameters Evaluated by Fitting Data According to the Havriliak-Negami Equation

for Neat Matrix and Composite Materials

T (8C) Relaxation g b Ms M1

Neat matrix 120 a 0.73 0.98 0.037 0.374
130 a 0.77 0.96 0.022 0.335
140 a 0.82 0.96 0.02 0.316
200 a 0.79 0.98 0.022 0.336

Conduction 1 0.99 0.0012 0.176
Unmodified filler 40 Water dipoles 0.49 0.94 0.318 0.567

50 Water dipoles 0.52 0.88 0.336 0.581
70 Water dipoles 0.57 0.82 0.357 0.578
180 Conduction 1 1 0.00081 0.440

MWS 1 0.98 0.023 0.504
190 Conduction 1 1 0.00079 0.425

MWS 1 0.98 0.018 0.505
200 Conduction 1 0.99 0.00076 0.391

MWS 1 0.96 0.016 0.501
Modified filler 40 Water dipoles 0.39 0.98 0.311 0.482

50 Water dipoles 0.40 0.98 0.310 0.477
70 Water dipoles 0.37 0.99 0.284 0.488
180 Conduction 1 0.99 0.00061 0.350

MWS 1 0.99 0.039 0.394
190 Conduction 1 0.99 0.00058 0.354

MWS 1 0.98 0.030 0.396
200 Conduction 1 0.99 0.00053 0.328

MWS 1 0.98 0.027 0.394
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have been explained (i) in term of the reduction in
the hydrophilic character of the fibers and (ii) to
ability of amino groups of the grafted silane to react
with the matrix through the interfacial region, thus
enhancing the fiber-matrix adhesion. Thanks to the
high values of e00, which hid the MWS relaxation,
data results was analyzed using the modulus formal-
ism which is a very useful representation when con-
ductivity processes are involved. Three relaxations
were identified that are (i) water dipoles polariza-
tion, (ii) the a relaxation, assigned to the glass transi-
tion of the matrix, and (iii) the MWS interfacial
polarization. The recourse to the Argand representa-
tion confirmed that the later relaxation is consistent
with a pure Debye process for the studied compo-
sites. Moreover, the maximum frequency relaxation
of MWS relaxation is shown to be sensitive to the
treatment with reactive silane coupling agent. Over-
all, the results pointed out the interest of dielectric
spectroscopy as an additional technique that can be
used to probe the composite interphase and investi-
gate the effect of fibers treatment on the evolution of
composite interfacial properties.
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